
Not everyone is pleased. Parker shakes his head.

PARKER
This is a honkytonk, not a Mexican 
wedding. 

Kyle downs another shot, turns to Pam. TIME TO LET LOOSE.

KYLE
You dance, Pamela? 

PAM
To this? Can you two step to it?

The Roughnecks watch in awe as Kyle leads Pam to the dance 
floor. He holds her firmly, one arm around her waist another 
holding her hand. 

KYLE
Now let me move you. 

Pam’s pulse quickens as Kyle stares into her eyes. 

KYLE (CONT’D)
No - don’t look at your feet. In 
the eyes. Just like the shot.

The beat kicks in... Kyle moves. AND GOOD GOD HOW THIS BOY 
MOVES! Gaby shouts into the mic (Spanish in italics).

GABY
Everyone on the floor! ¡Viva 
Mexico!

MARSHALL watches his daughter hype the crowd. The kitchen 
staff has started a line dance. 

Over Pam’s shoulder, Kyle looks at Gaby singing, moving to 
the music. Their eyes meet. She smiles as Kyle mouths the 
lyrics with her. THESE TWO HAVE A CULTURAL CONNECTION. 

Entering the back of the bar with four of his BUSINESS 
BUDDIES is BOBBY (35). They look out of place in ties and 
sport jackets. But Bobby enters like he owns the joint. 

BOBBY
I don’t know what it’s like up in 
North Dakota, but here in Texas the 
two most precious resources are 
crude oil and crazy women. I’m sure 
you all can find a sweet honey.
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BUSINESS BUDDY
I’ll take that bouncing ass.

Smiling, Bobby turns... Smile fading when he sees Pam pressed 
against Kyle. Bobby approaches, PULLS Pam away --

BOBBY
You knew I’d be here. 

PAM
So?

KYLE *
Hey. Hands off. *

BOBBY (CONT’D)
So tonight may not be the best time 
to act like a slut.

KYLE
What did you just call her?

BOBBY
I’ll call her whatever I damn well 
please, you dirty field rat.

CRACK! Kyle CONNECTS with Bobby’s face. Bobby FALLS BACK, 
blood gushing from his nose. Pam’s eyes go wide. THE BUSINESS 
BUDDIES JUMP IN, two GRAB KYLE while a third PUNCHES HIM IN 
THE GUT. Kyle holds his own, but he’s outnumbered. 

ANGLE ON THE BAR -- The Roughnecks stand by, arms folded.

JASPER
Shall we?

THE ROUGHNECKS come in arms swinging. 

MARSHALL (INTO CB MIC)
Wes. Put your spurs on.

Music blares as WES and his team RACE into the melee. 
Gilley’s regulars join in. One Guy gets PUNCHED by Kyle, 
STUMBLES INTO PAM. She holds him up, concerned...

PAM
You okay, darlin’?

(knees him in the nuts)
How ‘bout now? 

He drops and Pam grabs Kyle by the hand. 

PAM (CONT’D)
Always know when to leave a party.
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GABY
You don’t get it. I beat out more 
than a hundred people for this job. 
I can’t ask them to wait on me. 
I’ve worked my ass off for this... 
Like when you were a long haul 
trucker -- you can’t just slam on 
the brakes and --

MARSHALL
Then don’t do it! Dammit! 

He HURLS the spray can against a nearby shed. Gaby STARTLES.

MARSHALL (CONT’D)
You think I like having to ask my 
kids for help? Go on home then! I’m 
not gonna beg you to stay. 

Marshall marches into his shed, SLAMS the door. OFF GABY, 
stung to the core --

EXT. DRILLING RIG - LATE DAY

Kyle and the Roughnecks are showered and dressed; it’s the 
end of a long ass work day.

JASPER
Later, Kyle. *

ROLO
Manana. *

Al joins Kyle as they walk from the trailers toward their 
car. REVEAL BOBBY waiting (and sporting a shiner)...

AL
You ever eaten crow..? Don’t worry. 
It tastes just like chicken.

(to Bobby)
Hey, Bobby. I think you’ve already 
met my nephew, Kyle.

BOBBY
Briefly. Yeah. Hey, since you and 
my father are so buddy-buddy, I was 
thinking - maybe me and Kyle should 
get to know each other. How ‘bout I 
get him home? 

Not a question. Al looks at Kyle who nods, then walks off.

KYLE
Hey, man. The other night, I didn’t 
know who you were... I apologize.
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BOBBY
(extends his hand)

Don’t sweat it. I was in the wrong.
(Kyle cautiously shakes)

You like cars?

Bobby nods to his convertible Mercedes-Benz AMG GT Coup.

KYLE
AMG? Orale. 

BOBBY
Just bought it... Catch. You drive.

Bobby tosses Kyle the keys. OFF his well tended smile CUT TO -

EXT. HOUSTON MONTICELLO COUNTRY CLUB - VALET - LATE DAY

Cocktail attire and bling. Party in progress. Kyle pulls up.

BOBBY
My family’s hosting a benefit for 
some ghetto community center. I 
just need to make an appearance.

KYLE
I’m not dressed for this place.

BOBBY
No worries. My friend Jose will get 
you a jacket. José! 

JOSE (40s, Mexican) approaches wearing a RED VALET JACKET. 
Another VALET takes the car keys away from Kyle.

BOBBY (CONT’D)
This is Kyle. Set him up, would ya?

Bobby exits. Kyle turns to see Jose holding a VALET JACKET... 

JOSE
Have you worked valet before?

Kyle’s supposed to park cars. So this is eating crow? 

KYLE
Cabron.

JOSE
Is there a problem?

Kyle burns with rage but swallows it down.
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KYLE
No problem. I’ll be a good little 
Mexican. 

He puts on the jacket as PAM DRIVES UP in her convertible. 

PAM
Kyle? What are you doing here?

KYLE
Working.

PAM
(it hits her)

This smells like Bobby. 

She blows past Kyle --

EXT. HOUSTON MONTICELLO COUNTRY CLUB - LATE DAY

ALAN CRANSTON (30s, white toast, privileged) smiles at Pam as 
she passes. 

ALAN
There you are. Can I get you a --

PAM
Alan Cranston. Mother tells me you 
check all the right boxes. Rich, 
white, your family owns as much 
land as we do, and might have as 
much money... And I’m sure with the 
right amount of alcohol you could 
fertilize my eggs with your pearly 
white sperm and we’d make pearly 
white babies but I’m just not 
interested. Now, if you’ll excuse 
me. 

Pam walks off leaving Alan gob-smacked... And aroused -- 

ALAN
Wow.

Pam finds Bobby with his buddies by THE POOL on the LAWN. 

PAM
So you’ve got Kyle working valet 
like a good little fence hopper?
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BOBBY
Whoa. The bigot here might be you. 
It has nothing to do with the fact 
he’s Mexican. He’s a grunt who 
works for me. Now go get a drink 
and look pretty. 

EXT. HOUSTON MONTICELLO COUNTRY CLUB - VALET - LATE DAY

Pam’s over to the VALET KEY BOARD and grabs a set... 

KYLE
Hey. What are you doing?

PAM
Helping you park cars.

EXT. HOUSTON MONTICELLO COUNTRY CLUB - POOLSIDE - LATE DAY

Bobby and his buddies are laughing it up when... VROOM. Bobby 
recognizes that growl. He looks across the pool at a fence as 
his MERCEDES CRASHES THROUGH WITH PAM AT THE WHEEL. 

BOBBY
DON’T YOU DO IT! DON’T YOU...

SPLASH. PAM DRIVES IT INTO THE POOL. With grace, she swims to 
the steps, climbs out dripping wet, looking amazing. She 
“jupe-jupes” the alarm under water and tosses the keys to 
Bobby. The crowd divides as she crosses to Kyle. 

PAM
Stick up for me, I stick up for you.

INT. EMILIO’S OFF TRACK BETTING - BACK OFFICE - NIGHT

Columbo plays while Emilio counts cash. Al looks at FORGED 
DOCUMENTS -- Kyle’s falsified TEXAS driver’s license.

AL
So we’re done?

EMILIO
Afraid it’s not enough.

AL
What do you mean? We had a deal.
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